A solid phase library synthesis of hydroxyindoline-derived tricyclic derivatives by Mitsunobu approach.
Hydroxyindoline-derived scaffold, 9, was synthesized with the goal of generating a library of indoline-based natural product-like tricyclic derivatives to be utilized as small-molecule chemical probes. The tricyclic ring was obtained by a Mitsunobu reaction of the N-nosyl amino acid conjugate with the primary hydroxyl group. The solid-phase synthesis was achieved by immobilizing scaffold 9 onto the solid support giving a compound, 15. This was then subjected to a series of reactions on solid phase, including the Mitsunobu reaction, leading to the desired indoline-derived tricyclic derivative. The final product has two diversity sites: (i) amino acid as the first diversity and (ii) amidation of the secondary amine for the second diversity. These two diversity sites were utilized in the library generation by IRORI split-and-mix approach.